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Summary
Background: With the continuous and enormous spread of mobile technologies, mHealth has evolved as a new subfield of eHealth. While eHealth is broadly focused on information and communication technologies, mHealth seeks to explore more into mobile devices and wireless communication. Since mobile phone penetration has exceeded other infrastructure in low and middle-income countries (LMICs), mHealth is seen as a promising component to provide pervasive and patient-centered care.

Objectives: The aim of our research work for this paper is to examine the mHealth literature to identify application areas, target diseases, and mHealth service and technology types that are most appropriate for LMICs.

Methods: Based on the 2011 WHO mHealth report, a combination of search terms, all including the word “mHealth”, was identified. A literature review was conducted by searching the PubMed and IEEE Xplore databases. Articles were included if they were published in English, covered an mHealth solution/intervention, involved the use of a mobile communication device, and included a pilot evaluation study. Articles were excluded if they did not provide sufficient detail on the solution covered or did not focus on clinical efficacy/effectiveness. Cross-referencing was also performed on included articles.

Results: 842 articles were retrieved and analyzed, 255 of which met the inclusion criteria. North America had the highest number of applications (n=74) followed by Europe (n=50), Asia (n=44), Africa (n=25), and Australia (n=9). The Middle East (n=5) and South America (n=3) had the least number of studies. The majority of solutions addressed diabetes (n=51), obesity (n=25), CVDs (n=24), HIV (n=18), mental health (n=16), health behaviors (n=16), and maternal and child’s health (MCH) (n=11). Fewer solutions addressed asthma (n=7), cancer (n=5), family health planning (n=5), TB (n=3), malaria (n=2), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (n=2), vision care (n=2), and dermatology (n=2). Other solutions targeted stroke, dental health, hepatitis vaccination, cold and flu, ED prescribed antibiotics, iodine deficiency, and liver transplantation (n=1 each). The remainder of solutions (n=14) did not focus on a certain disease. Most applications fell in the areas of health monitoring and surveillance (n=93) and health promotion and raising awareness (n=88). Fewer solutions addressed the areas of communication and reporting (n=11), data collection (n=6), telemedicine (n=5), emergency medical care (n=3), point of care support (n=2), and decision support (n=2). The majority of solutions used SMS messaging (n=94) or mobile apps (n=71). Fewer used IVR/phone calls (n=8), mobile website/email (n=5), videoconferencing (n=2), MMS (n=2), or video (n=1) or voice messages (n=1). Studies were mostly RCTs, with the majority suffering from small sample sizes and short study durations. Problems addressed by solutions included travel distance for reporting, self-management and disease monitoring, and treatment/adherence.

Conclusions: SMS and app solutions are the most common forms of mHealth applications. SMS solutions are prevalent in both high and LMICs while app solutions are mostly used in high income countries. Common application areas include health promotion and raising awareness using SMS and health monitoring and surveillance using mobile apps. Remaining application areas are rarely addressed. Diabetes is the most commonly targeted medical condition, yet remains deficient in LMICs.

* Supplementary material published on our website https://doi.org/10.3414/ME17-05-0003
1. Introduction

Healthcare delivery in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) suffers from a myriad of problems. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated a deficit of 4.3 million healthcare workers in 57 developing countries [1], leading to understaffed hospitals, lack of patient access to care, and a huge patient-physician communication gap, especially in rural areas. Community healthcare workers (CHWs) play a vital role in bridging this gap, yet have to travel long distances and lose enormous amounts of time [1]. Geographical barriers also prevent the elderly from reaching hospitals to seek medical care, while shortage of hospital beds prohibits proper monitoring of those with chronic illness [2]. Moreover, missed appointments remain a very crucial issue, as patients may have to wait as long as a month to be seen by an appropriate physician. Drug and treatment adherence rates also remain low for prevalent diseases such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and tuberculosis (TB), mainly due to lack of awareness [3]. Likewise, lack of knowledge on reproductive health makes LMICsaccount for 99% of maternal deaths worldwide, representing one of the widest health gaps between the developed and the developing world [4].

The Earth Institute at Columbia University estimated over 3.5 billion mobile phone subscribers in a 3.3 billion population in late 2007 [5]. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimated nearly six billion mobile subscribers in 2011, rendering 87% mobile penetration rate globally and 79% in the developing world [4, 6]. Moreover, according to the British operator Vodafone, the developing world had 2.2 billion mobile phones in 2010 as opposed to 11 million hospital beds [2]. The United Nations (UN) goal of 50% wireless coverage by 2015 was also surpassed, with the mobile signal covering 90% of the world’s population in 2009 and 143 countries offering third generation (3G) services in 2010 [3].

With this continuous and enormous spread of mobile technologies, mHealth seeks to explore more into mobile devices and wireless communication [8]. To this point, no standardized definition for mHealth has been established, but the WHO defines it as the use of mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and other wireless technologies to support medical and public health practice [7, 9]. It was estimated that 50% of individuals in remote areas of the world would have mobile phones as of 2012 [10], and 500 million people would have access to smartphone mHealth applications by 2015 [3]. Accordingly, mHealth is expected to carry all the promises of eHealth [10, 11].

Using technologies such as short message service (SMS) and PDA/smartphone apps, mHealth has great potential to minimize health problems and improve healthcare delivery, particularly in LMICs. SMS programs have been conducted to educate patients and raise awareness, provide adherence and appointment reminders, facilitate data reporting and communication, and assist in data collection and creation of medical records [12]. Further, text messaging has also improved maternal and child’s health (MCH) by guiding women through the various stages of pregnancy [4, 13]. Additionally, PDAs have been used to provide home-based counseling and collect basic health information necessary for detecting HIV and TB [14]. Smartphone apps have encouraged self-management of chronic diseases such as diabetes, eliminating unnecessary hospitalizations and emergency room visits, thus reducing healthcare costs [15, 16, 17]. They have also supported remote and home-based monitoring, particularly for the elderly, providing physicians with real-time health data and empowering patients to become more involved in their treatment process [2, 17]. Lately, behavioral change programs have recognized the potential of SMS and smartphone apps to promote physical activity, weight management, and smoking cessation [18, 19, 20, 21].

Due to this wide range of applications, the field of mHealth is seen as a promising component to provide pervasive and patient-centered care and its potential has been recognized by both the UN and the WHO [7, 9]. There is no consensus in the literature on how to classify mHealth application areas [8], yet the WHO and the mHealth Alliance have identified the following: treatment compliance, health promotion and disease prevention, awareness raising over health issues, health monitoring, disease surveillance, communication, data collection, mobile telemedicine, point of care and decision support, and emergency medical response [7, 22]. In 2011, the WHO marked health call centers and decision support systems to be the most and least commonly used initiatives among its Member States respectively. Gaps were also identified in using mHealth for surveillance and raising awareness. The most significant barrier to mHealth implementation was knowledge and information, among others such as conflicting health system priorities, lack of supporting policy, and legal issues in European countries as opposed to infrastructure in African countries [7]. The WHO also identified six types of mHealth technologies, of which the most documented feature was SMS messaging. Remaining technologies included PDAs and smartphones, patient monitoring devices, mobile telemedicine/telecare devices, MP3 players, and mobile computing [23].

This paper aims to review mHealth applications worldwide and provide comparisons between high income countries (HICs) and LMICs, seeking to identify a target disease, an application area, and an mHealth technology type that are most appropriate for LMICs. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The “methods” section describes our search process including sources, selection criteria, and extracted data. The “results” section presents the findings of our literature review and illustrates popular application area/technology combinations. The “discussion” section compares our findings to those of the WHO report and discusses the observations we made during our literature analysis. The “conclusions” section concludes the paper, providing information on promising application areas and suggesting future research.
2. Methods

2.1 Data Sources

Upon reviewing the 2011 WHO mHealth report which described initiatives from Member States [7], and the 2010 mHealth Alliance white paper focused on barriers and gaps in LMICs [22], appropriate search terms were identified. On August 3rd 2015, we searched the PubMed and IEEE Xplore databases using the queries presented in Table 1. However, as the MeSH term for “mHealth” had become “telemedicine” by 2014, we used quotation marks to switch off automatic MeSH replacement on PubMed and avoid retrieval of a myriad of unrelated articles. On IEEE Xplore, we used the command search with metadata only. Cross-referencing was also performed on selected articles.

2.2 Selection Criteria

Articles were included if they (1) focused explicitly on one or more mHealth solutions/interventions, covering details about the problem the intervention attempted to overcome, the country and disease addressed, and the solution name if applicable. Solutions also had to (2) involve the use of a mobile communication device such as mobile phones, tablets, or PDAs; and provide infrastructure information regarding the technologies used. Infrastructure information included details on necessary means of data communication such as internet (WiFi), mobile broadband signal coverage (3G, GPRS, etc.) or Bluetooth technology; in addition to other types of technologies involved such as servers, modems, personal monitoring devices or special software for data analysis and transmission. Solutions that involved the use of other types of mobile devices, yet transmitted data over the mobile network were also included. Finally, articles had to (3) involve a clinical study/trial (pilot evaluation) that tested the mHealth intervention on a sample of participants and evaluated its impact on health outcomes. Only English articles were included and no date restrictions were applied.

Articles were excluded if they (1) did not meet the inclusion criteria. For instance, articles that did not involve a solution/intervention and instead assessed readiness for mHealth or surveyed mobile phone ownership or attitudes/interest towards mHealth applications were excluded. Moreover, solutions that did not involve the use of a mobile communication device and instead only used a personal monitoring device, transmitted data via a landline phone, or applied the intervention through a website were excluded. Articles were also excluded if they focused on the design or development of the mHealth solution or described a commercial application without involving a clinical study. Additionally, we excluded articles that (2) did not provide sufficient detail on the solution covered. Solution details included basic study data such as the solution name if any, the study location, and the disease addressed; study design data such as sample size, duration, interventions and mHealth technology used, and primary/secondary outcomes; and study results. Accordingly, incomplete studies and study protocols were excluded. Finally, we excluded studies that (3) did not involve any focus on the medical impact/benefits of the solution or its clinical efficacy/effectiveness (CE). Accordingly, studies that only addressed feasibility, usability, acceptability, validation, technology performance, user satisfaction and engagement, or cost-effectiveness were excluded. Moreover, studies that combined the use of mHealth technologies with other types of technologies where the mHealth impact could not be extracted were also excluded.

2.3 Data Extraction

Retrieved articles were initially screened for potential inclusion by applying the selection criteria to their titles and abstracts and eliminating those that were clearly not in line. The full text of remaining articles was then reviewed and only ones that complied with the above criteria were included. Cross-referencing was also performed on their reference lists and further articles meeting the selection criteria were identified and included. Initial grouping was applied to articles describing the same studies or addressing the same mHealth solutions (some solutions were tested in several trials with different study designs). Studies were primarily classified based on their mHealth application areas, then further classifications were derived based on diseases addressed, study countries, study types, mHealth technology types, and users of focus. The following details were also extracted from each study: the name of the solution, methods and interventions applied, infrastructure technologies used, sample size and study duration, problem addressed, assessment instruments used, primary and secondary outcomes, study results, user opinions, and study limitations. A summary of these study details is provided in Online Appendix A.

3. Results

3.1 Summary of Findings

The literature search yielded 680 articles that were assessed against our selection criteria. By reviewing titles and abstracts, 331 articles were excluded mainly as they did not describe an mHealth solution/intervention (n=149), or they did not involve a clinical study (n=148). After full text review of remaining articles (n=349), 256 further exclusions were made mostly since...
they did not focus on the medical impact/benefits of the solution or its clinical efficacy/effectiveness (n=110), they did not involve a clinical study (n=68), or they did not provide sufficient detail on the study covered (n=62). Remaining 93 articles were included, 29 of which were review papers while 64 addressed individual studies. Cross-referencing was performed identifying 162 further articles for inclusion. A total of 255 articles were finally included in this review, representing 210 different studies and 196 different solutions. The study selection flow is shown in Figure 1.

Articles were published between the years 2001 and 2015, with the majority of publications appearing as of 2008. The year 2012 marked the highest number of publications, which explains the difference between the findings of this review and those of the WHO report. Areas receiving the least focus in the report such as surveillance and raising awareness seemed to receive more attention as of 2012. Literature reviews seemed to considerably increase as of late 2013, with 23 out of 29 reviews published between 2013 and 2015, thus culminating in a large number of publications included in this review by cross-referencing.

3.2 Study Characteristics
Based on the WHO’s classification of mHealth categories, eight application areas were identified in this review. Most studies fell in the area of health monitoring and surveillance (n=93), followed by health promotion and raising awareness (n=88), communication and reporting (n=11), data collection (n=6), telemedicine (n=5), emergency medical care (n=3), point of care support (n=2), and decision support (n=2). The majority of studies took place in North America (n=74), mainly in the United States (USA) (n=64) and Canada (n=9). European studies (n=50) were mostly located in the United Kingdom (n=11), Spain (n=7), the Netherlands (n=5) and Finland (n=5). Studies conducted in Asia (n=44) primarily took place in South Korea (n=12), followed by India (n=7) and China (n=6). The majority of African studies (n=25) were conducted in Kenya (n=6), Uganda (n=5), and South Africa (n=4). Australian studies (n=9) took place in Australia (n=7) and New Zealand (n=2). The least number of studies appeared to be in the Middle East (n=5) and South America (n=3), comprising studies in Iran (n=3), Turkey (n=1), Israel (n=1), Brazil (n=2), and Argentina (n=1) respectively. Overall, 61 studies were located in LMICs as opposed to 149 in HICs.

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (n=132) were the most common study design, followed by pre-post studies (n=43), pilots (n=20), controlled (n=13) and randomized (n=2) studies. SMS messages (n=94) were the most widely used mHealth technology type, followed by smartphone/PDA apps (n=71), a combination of SMS messages and calls (n=21), IVR/phone calls (n=8), and mobile website/email (n=5). A few studies used text messages other than SMS (n=3), videoconferencing (n=2), combined SMS with MMS (n=2) or SMS with an app (n=2), or sent video (n=1) or voice messages (n=1). Study durations ranged from one week to 26 months with sample sizes of three to 39800 participants. The most commonly addressed medical conditions were diabetes (n=51), obesity (n=25), CVDs (n=24), HIV (n=18), mental health (n=16), health behaviors (n=16), and MCH (n=11). Fewer studies addressed asthma (n=7), cancer (n=5), family health planning (n=5), TB (n=3), malaria (n=2), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (n=2), vision care (n=2), and dermatology (n=2). Single studies targeted stroke, dental health, hepatitis vaccination, cold and flu, emergency department (ED) prescribed antibiotics, iodine deficiency, and liver transplantation. The remaining 14 studies were generally directed towards any health condition and did not focus on a particular disorder. Three studies addressed both diabetes and hypertension together and were assigned to either diabetes or CVD studies based on their primary outcomes. Finally, 180 studies focused primarily on patients or individuals as the users or main recipients of the mHealth intervention, 19 studies were mainly designed for healthcare providers, and 11 studies combined their focus between patients and medical staff.

3.3 Intended Benefits
Health promotion and raising awareness studies intended to improve patients’ access to care, appointment attendance, medication and treatment adherence, and in-
creases their motivation to sustain healthy behaviors. They also intended to improve patients’ and providers’ knowledge, support under-skilled CHWs, and overcome time and distance barriers patients usually experience with traditional educational programs. Health monitoring and surveillance studies mainly targeted adherence to treatment, medications, self-monitoring, and health behaviors. Communication and reporting studies intended to overcome communication barriers faced by healthcare providers such as travel distance and time, and promote timely exchange of health information [1, 4, 6, 24, 25, 26, 27]. They also addressed gaps in patient-physician communication arising from patients’ inability to promptly reach a physician and difficulty understanding their physician’s medical advice [28, 29]. Data collection applications aimed to minimize errors associated with traditional lengthy paper-based data collection methods [30, 31], and the time required to train poorly educated CHWs [32]. Telemedicine solutions intended to deliver care to remote locations by overcoming time constraints, transportation difficulties, travel distance, and costs [2, 33, 34, 35]. Emergency medical care applications planned to improve transportation times to hospitals, minimize unnecessary transportation to tertiary care, and eliminate medical errors associated with patient handoffs, especially in emergency situations [36, 37, 38]. Point of care support studies intended to support nurses and residents at the bedside, thus minimizing medication administration errors and facilitating stroke evaluations and presentations [39, 40]. Decision support applications intended to overcome the shortage of skilled healthcare workers [41].

### 3.4 Common Application Area/Technology Combinations

#### 3.4.1 Health Monitoring and Surveillance + Apps (HM+app)

App solutions comprised 39 out of 93 studies that fell under the area of health monitoring and surveillance. They incorporated monitoring of vital measurements via automatic or manual entry to a smartphone or PDA, or monitoring of health behaviors. Remaining studies used phone calls, a combination of calls and SMS, multimedia messages, SMS, mobile internet, or a combination of app and SMS. Apps were either intended for self-monitoring, capturing readings from external devices such as glucometers, pedometers, or blood pressure (BP) monitors; or health behaviors, allowing users to monitor their medications, dietary intake, and exercise levels.

Most apps in this category transmitted entered data to a server where it was available for healthcare providers to accordingly provide feedback via phone calls, text messages, or visiting the patients. For instance, diabetes apps such as WellDoc [15, 42], Bant [43], Patient’s Mobile Unit (PMU) [44], Diabetes Assistant (DiAs) [45], Glucose Buddy [46], t+ Diabetes [47], DIABTel [48], Diab-Memory [49], WellMate [50], and t+ Medical [51] allowed patients to enter their glucometer readings into a smartphone or a PDA, and sent them to the healthcare provider for follow-up and personalized feedback. HbA1c was measured in seven studies, only one of which did not manage to achieve improvement [50]. Other studies indicated a reduced rate of emergency department visits and hospitalizations [15], an increase in the average daily frequency of blood glucose measurement [43], an increase in patient confidence [44], and a decrease in the duration of hypoglycemic events [45].

Likewise, CVD apps, such as Healthanywhere [52] and others [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59], captured ECG data, heart rate, blood pressure, and weight measurements from portable devices, and alerted cardiologists when readings fell out of range. Most apps resulted in significant improvements in systolic blood pressure [55, 57, 58], all-cause mortality and heart failure hospitalizations [54], heart failure prognosis [56], and patients’ exercise capacity (walking distance) [59]. In Taiwan, COPD patients followed the tempo of a music app while walking to record their respiratory symptoms and send them to their physicians [60], whereas in the UK, the t+ Asthma app was used to record and transmit symptoms, medication use, and peak flow to healthcare providers; and trigger contact by an asthma nurse in case of emergency [61]. The COPD app significantly improved patients’ walking distance and breathlessness, whereas the asthma app had no significant effects on asthma control or self-efficacy.

Health behavioral apps incorporated monitoring dietary intake, physical activity, medication adherence, and alcohol use. Obesity apps, such as the Meal Replacement Program (MRP) app [62] and My Meal Mate (MMM) [63], allowed users to record their weights, meals, and physical activity; and generated motivational text messages to enhance self-efficacy and reflect on progress. Others, such as mPOD [64, 65] and DietMatePro [66, 67], allowed recording dietary intake and physical activity, and accordingly provided individualized counseling via twitter or phone calls [68]. The Livestrong app [69] allowed wireless tracking of dietary intake and physical activity, and provided real-time feedback on the number of calories consumed, prompted participants to self-monitor at regular intervals, and provided a time stamp for each record. The Wellness Diary app [18] allowed daily entries of meals and drinks, weight, step count, exercise sessions, daily feelings, and health events; and sent data to researchers every week. Only the Livestrong app measured and improved adherence to self-monitoring of diet and physical activity goals, while all remaining apps focused on weight loss.

Medication adherence apps included the mAMS app [70] that read data from medication blisters, recorded time stamps and number of pills taken, and sent data to a server for analysis via mobile internet. They also included the Pill Phone app [71] which reminded patients to take their pills by automatically displaying the picture and name of the medication, and requesting patients to tap either the “taken,” “not taken,” or “snooze” button to stop the reminder. All responses were then stored in a server database for future retrieval by authorized users. Both apps caused significant or nearly significant improvements in medication adherence. In Portugal, alcohol dependent individuals improved their frontal lobe function and cognitive abilities by using a game app that allowed health providers to assess their brain function [72], while in USA the A-CHESS app significantly reduced the frequency of risky drinking by supporting alcoholics and pro-
viding ways for them to remain in contact with their counselors after discharge [73]. The FOCUS app [74] prompted schizophre- nic patients to complete three assessments per day, and accordingly provided tailored interventions to facilitate symptom management, mood regulation, medication adherence, social functioning, and improved sleep. Of the 39 studies in this category, only one was conducted in a LMIC.

### 3.4.2 Health Monitoring and Surveillance + SMS (HM+SMS)

Health monitoring SMS solutions marked 35 out of 93 studies. The category addressed health behaviors, where medication reminders and electronic monitoring were most commonly incorporated. Moreover, self-monitoring solutions used websites rather than a mobile app to submit self-monitored data, and patients accordingly received SMS feedback. For instance, studies such as the HIV Alert System (HIVAS) [75], ARemind [76], SIMPill [77], CareSpeak mobile Health manager [78, 79], and a Kenyan HIV study [80] sent SMS medication reminders to participants, and recorded pill counts with time and date stamps via an electronic medication event monitoring system (MEMS). The My Medication Reminder Text Messaging Program [81] in USA sent SMS medication reminders to chronic disease patients, and monitored their adherence to oral medication via their electronic pharmacy claims and the number of prescription fills/refills. WelTel Kenya1 [82] measured antiretrovi- ral therapy (ART) adherence by sending SMS messages to participants inquiring about their status, reminding them about the availability of phone support, and calling those failing to respond. With the exception of SIMPill, all studies reported higher adherence to pill counts, oral medication, and ART respectively.

A study in USA improved CD4 counts and viral load by sending HIV patients 1–3 text messages daily on medication regimen, and requiring them to answer weekly adherence questions via two-way messaging [83]. The TextTB [84] study in Argentina sent SMS reminders to participants if they did not text in after taking their medi-}

cation, while a study in Canada sent Vitamin C reminders to participants followed by a correction SMS about its benefits to those failing to respond [85], thus improving self-reported adherence. In USA, the MediM adherence system study [86] reduced the tacrolimus level SD by sending SMS alerts to pediatric liver transplant recipi- ents to take their immunosuppressors, and a message to the caregivers of those who did not respond so that they could monitor their compliance online. The SMS-DMCare [87] program sent diabetics personalized medication, foot care, and appointment reminders; and scheduled further messages based on their responses. The study decreased missed medication doses per week and significantly improved patients’ self-efficacy. Other behaviors were addressed by two studies in the Nether- lands that required obese children to send weekly self-monitoring data on exercise, eating behavior, and emotional well-being via SMS to a web server, and accordingly generated and sent tailored feedback messages [88, 89, 90]. Reductions in body mass index, however, did not reach statistical significance.

Self-monitoring supported by SMS fea- tured mainly diabetes, CVDs, asthma, and mental health studies. The CARDS study in USA [91], in addition to multiple studies in South Korea [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99], required diabetic participants to enter their blood glucose readings into a website, and accordingly provided them with SMS feedback. Likewise, the Gluconet [100], Diabetes Phone [101], NICHE [102], DMS [103], and a South Korean study [104] asked diabetics to upload their blood glucose data onto a server via a specially designed glucometer device, mobile broad- band, a modem, or a telephone line; and sent them SMS advice and recommen- dations accordingly. All studies measured and often improved HbA1c levels; commonly indicating significant reductions from baseline, yet rarely reporting signifi- cant differences between study groups at endpoint. Similar CVD studies in Spain [105, 106] and Russia [107] also asked par- ticipants to submit their blood pressure, heart rate, and weight monitoring data via a WAP session or an IT system, and according- ly sent them SMS recommen- dations or scheduled them for clinic visits if necessary. Both studies reported improved blood pressure levels at follow-up.

Asthmatic patients in Croatia were in- structed to submit their peak expiratory flow (PEF) results daily via SMS, and accordingly received weekly SMS instruc- tions from an asthma specialist [108], whereas those in the eCare study in Singa- pore received SMS monitoring messages, sent according to a structured workflow, to improve asthma control and reduce hos- pital admissions [109]. PEF variability showed significant differences between study groups but no change in admission rates was observed. Patients suffering from depression in USA were asked to monitor their daily mood, submit a mood score of 1–9 via SMS, and report positive thoughts, pleasant activities, social interactions, and healthy activities [110]. Improvement in the likelihood to attend therapy sessions was indicated. In the ITAREPS study, schizophrenic patients were instructed to submit a weekly SMS questionnaire, and if any early warning signals were identified, the physician was notified by email and accordingly the patient was contacted by phone to adjust the dose of antipsychotic medications [111, 112, 113]. The study reported significant reductions in hospitaliza- tions and number of hospital days. Only five studies (out of 35) in this category took place in LMICs.

### 3.4.3 Health Promotion and Raising Awareness + SMS (HP+SMS)

The majority of studies (n=56 out of 88) that fell under health promotion and raising awareness were SMS solutions, while remaining studies used phone calls, a combination of calls and SMS, multimedia messages, apps, or mobile internet. SMS messages delivered information to patients, acted as reminders to improve appoint- ment and medication adherence, contained educational content to promote self-care, and took motivational formats to encour- age healthy lifestyle behaviors. Educational, motivational, and reminder messages sometimes requested a response from pa- tients providing answers to knowledge questions, confirming that preset behavio- ral goals had been met, or confirming tak-
ing their medication dose. Messages were also sometimes tailored to patients’ ages, stages of illness, compliance with behavioral goals, or stage of smoking cessation. An automatic scheduling and sending service or software was often incorporated, but sometimes messages were also manually initiated.

In the CommCare study [114], lab results were delivered to participants via SMS messages that requested patients with abnormal results to return to care. SMS reminders improved appointment attendance in various countries (Brazil, China, UK, India, Spain) by reminding patients to attend their clinic or follow-up appointments [115, 116], their therapy sessions [117], their dental visits [118], or their hepatitis vaccination appointments [119]. The APAS study [120] reduced the number of missed antenatal care (ANC) visits by sending SMS reminders to CHWs advising them to visit their assigned households, and remind mothers and children of their clinic appointments. SMS reminders also increased the practice of breast self-examinations [121], on-time attendance of ANC and immunization visits [122], and reduced the number of days between scheduled appointments and actual attendance for contraceptive injection [123]. The HTA-Alert study [124] and a Malaysian study [125], which sent SMS messages to remind patients to take their antihypertensive drugs and cardiac medications, reported increased hypertension control and medication adherence respectively. Likewise, medication reminders were used to prompt patients to take their malaria pills [126], schizophrenia [127], asthma [128], or diabetes medications [129]. Compliance with malaria chemoprophylaxis did not increase above baseline, but all other studies reported increased adherence. Reminders promoting healthy dietary behaviors [130], asthma management [131], and malaria case-management [132] were also sometimes sent in Korea, China, and Kenya; resulting in improved weight, forced expiratory volume (FEV1), and correct malaria case-management respectively.

Educational messages were sent to mothers to improve their prenatal knowledge [133, 134], encourage them to take care of their children’s dental health [135], or increase their attendance of antenatal visits [156]. They were also used to provide sexual education [137], measure HIV knowledge [12, 138], and encourage the uptake of HIV counseling and testing [139]. SMS queries with educational feedback were used to get patients discharged from the ED to pick up their antibiotic prescriptions [140], yet no differences in adherence were observed. The TExT-MED [141, 142] and the CareSmarts [143] studies sent educational/motivational messages to patients to promote diabetes self-care, and observed progress in self-management behaviors as well as reductions in HbA1c levels. Another study in Iran sent diabetes educational messages on exercise, diet, diabetic medication, and self-monitoring of blood glucose levels; and reported significant improvement in glycemic control and self-efficacy [144]. Educational messages also increased knowledge levels as they were sent to educate patients about their epilepsy [145] or provide them with information about iodine deficiency [146], improved the quality of life of asthmatic patients [147], and optimized the patient-physician relationship for psoriasis patients [148].

Behavioral change messages were used in several studies to monitor nutritional and physical activity goals [149, 150] and encourage weight loss [151, 152, 153, 154]. They were also used to promote brisk walking [155] as well as physical activity for cardiac rehabilitation [156], resulting in reduced weight and improved self-efficacy respectively. Motivational messages were used to promote medication adherence among HIV, mental illness, and asthmatic patients [157, 158, 159]; aspirin adherence among CVD patients [160]; and encourage family health planning via the use of contraception [161, 162]. Tailored messages and personalized goal-specific prompts improved HbA1c and self-efficacy as they were used in the Sweet Talk study to promote diabetes healthy behaviors [163], while lifestyle modification messages reduced the incidence rate of diabetes when sent to pre-diabetics in China to decrease their risk of developing diabetes [164]. Messages aiming to decrease alcohol consumption were addressed by the TOP-HAT-2 study [165], while those targeting tobacco use were included in the Stop My Smoking USA [166], TXT-2-Quit [167], and SMS-Turkey [168] studies. Smokers were sent SMS messages, tailored to their smoking cessation stages, to support them quit or abstain from smoking and resist their craving episodes. Significant differences in continuous abstinence between study groups were, however, not observed. It is worth noting that 22 out of 56 studies in this category were located in LMICs.

3.4.4 Health Promotion and Raising Awareness + Apps (HP+app)

App solutions comprised 13 of the 88 health promotion and raising awareness studies. Apps were installed on a smartphone, a tablet, or a PDA to educate or train patients and promote self-monitoring and healthy lifestyle behaviors. In Thailand, village health volunteers (VHVs) used educational material provided on a tablet to conduct presentations during their household visits, train mothers to address their child’s health, and promote behavioral change [169]. The study reported increased vaccination coverage and knowledge levels. Likewise, CHWs in Bangladesh used the mPower app to guide their interviews with women and identify those with abnormal clinical breast examinations [170]. The app led to increased efficiency and efficacy of interviews and higher adherence to attending clinic visits. In Finland, working people used the Oiva app to learn skills related to mental wellness and receive exercises to relieve their daily life stress [171], resulting in improved stress rating and life satisfaction scores. Diabetes diary apps were used in Norway and Italy to allow self-monitoring of blood glucose levels and promote healthy eating and physical activity [172, 173, 174]. Reductions in HbA1c levels were reported, yet without statistical significance. Further, a home monitoring kit improved clinical and blood panel measures as it was provided to patients in Canada to record their weight, blood pressure, and blood glucose levels; and promote healthy aging [175]. Behavioral change apps encouraged fruit and vegetable (FV) intake via daily morning alarm reminders [176], and promoted eating breakfast via positive and
negative responses to submitted breakfast photos [177]. Both studies reported improved FV and breakfast consumption respectively. The UOIFit fitness application in Canada decreased the body mass index as it measured and counted exercises performed via a tracking software [178], while the Chick clique app in USA increased step count as it encouraged walking via entering and comparing pedometer steps among its group of users [179]. In Korea, significant reductions in body composition measures were observed after using the SmartDiet app, which provided personalized nutrition information, calculated the proper calorie and exercise level, and provided game-style guidance on how to control nutritional intake and exercise [180]. In the Netherlands, the MORE Energy app was used to support healthy behaviors and reduce sleep problems among airline pilots [181], leading to reduced fatigue and improved sleep quality and snacking behavior. Only two of the 13 studies in this category were conducted in LMICs.

3.4.5 Other Application Areas and Technology Combinations

Studies in the area of communication and reporting were mostly conducted in LMICs (n=8 out of 11 studies). Though a few studies used apps, the majority used SMS, phone calls, or a combination of both. Users of mhealth solutions in this category were mostly healthcare providers. CHWs used SMS or calls to report danger signs, patient adherence, or request information; and received medical advice, appointment reminders, and emergency assistance from district physicians [1, 4, 6, 24]. In Project Mwana [25], the turnaround time for result notification dropped significantly as health facilities used SMS to indicate to the lab that the blood samples had been packed and sent, while the lab sent them the results also by SMS when they were ready. In the World Vision Project [182], communication flows and knowledge seeking behavior improved as midwives received mobile phone calls to facilitate communication with gynecologists, and reduce maternal and infant mortality. Cancer follow-up appointment attendance increased in Nigeria as patients were given their oncologists’ phone numbers, and were asked to call anytime to seek medical advice [28]. App solutions were used to provide information exchange between healthcare providers [183, 26], deliver video and image instructions to patients [29], and support CHWs in recording household data and managing referrals [27].

In the data collection area, all studies were app solutions, with four out of six located in LMICs and led by healthcare providers. VHVs in Thailand increased data quality and completeness by using the mobile camera application to capture images of the mothers’ logbooks and record immunization data [30]. In the CommCare study [32], CHWs’ training time considerably dropped as they used a mobile app to calculate CVD risk and limit the errors that resulted from paper charts. CHWs in Kenya used an Android-based app to collect patients’ data during household visits [14], and midwives in Senegal utilized their mobile phones to collect maternal health data during their survey interviews with postpartum women [31]. Both studies reported increased number of household visits per day and reduced time to collect maternal data respectively. Data collection apps were also used by patients to gather information about mood, activity, psychotic symptoms, and drinking episodes [184, 185].

Telemedicine solutions were all used by healthcare providers and delivered via videoconferencing, SMS, and apps. Two out of five studies were located in LMICs. In USA, Skype video sessions were held with patients in their home environment to help them cope with cancer pain [33], indicating significantly decreased pain severity, physical symptoms, psychological distress, and pain catastrophizing. Videoconferencing was also used in Sri Lanka to allow physicians in a general hospital deliver care to patients in a peripheral setting [2], significantly reducing travel costs, distance, and time. Likewise, the TeleMDID app in USA allowed communication between health staff at near site clinics with physicians in a peripheral hospital [186], thus reducing the time-to-first-image and increasing diagnostic confidence.

Emergency medical care studies were all app solutions intended for ambulances, paramedics, and ED nurses; and one out of three studies was located in a LMIC. Tablets were used in ambulances in China and Japan to allow efficient sharing of information between the emergency personnel and the medical staff at the hospital, and allow for preparation of necessary interventions at the hospital while patients were still in the pre-hospital phase [36, 37]. Both studies reported reduced transportation times. A smartphone app in USA was also used to allow paramedics to record audio/video, capture images, and collect basic patient information, then send them to the ED staff at the hospital via the mobile broadband network [38]. The study indicated improved communication between hospital and pre-hospital transport and a higher percentage of incidents sent by emergency personnel with essential patient information.

Point of care support studies comprised two app solutions intended to support nurses and residents at the bedside. A tablet system was used in Italy to monitor the administration of chemotherapy medications in the hospital, and verify that the right drugs were being administered to the right patients in the right sequence [39]. The study, however, found no significant differences in chemotherapy administration before and after the system was introduced. A smartphone app was also used in USA to assist healthcare providers in gathering stroke patients’ data necessary to determine their candidacy for t-PA, and assist residents in optimizing the completeness and efficiency of their stroke evaluations and case presentations to staff neurologists [40]. Notable and slight reductions were observed in door-to-needle time and neurologists’ data abstraction time respect-
Decision support was addressed by two studies, one of which took place in a LMIC. Both studies were app solutions intended for use by healthcare providers. The Vision Care app allowed for patient data entry via drop-down lists to minimize errors, and provided decision support to field workers, irrespective of their skills, during patient counseling at checkup camps [41]. The app reduced data input and referral decision times and increased the number of referrals per day. The other study included a diabetes app that reduced HbA1c levels via a patient-coaching system and provider clinical decision support [187]. No differences were observed, however, between study groups in diabetes symptoms or blood pressure and lipid levels.

### 3.5 Analysis of Results

According to the WHO [188], non-communicable diseases (NCDs) cause 38 million deaths each year, nearly 75% (28 million) of which occur in LMICs. CVDs are responsible for most NCD deaths, namely 17.5 million people annually, followed by cancers (8.2 million), respiratory diseases (4 million), and diabetes (1.5 million). The four main NCDs combined account for 82% of all NCD deaths. In addition to study distributions, these numbers necessitate the examination of NCD studies appearing in our review among HICs and LMICs.

In terms of the overall amount of studies conducted, the review established that HICs are vastly surpassing LMICs; with the number of studies in the former exceeding double that in the latter. Of 210 studies, 149 were based in HICs as opposed to 61 in LMICs. SMS messages and smartphone/PDA apps are the most popular mHealth technology types. They were almost equally used in developed countries, comprising 64 SMS and 61 app studies. In LMICs, however, the use of SMS messages highly exceeded that of smartphone/PDA apps, with 30 studies incorporating SMS vs. only 10 incorporating apps. Although this could indicate a deficiency in using apps in LMICs, it also shows higher suitability of SMS messages in the developing world, particularly in terms of usability and acceptability. Likewise, though the number of studies across the four popular application area/technology combinations always favored HICs, the presence of SMS solutions in LMICs considerably exceeded that of app solutions (27 to 3 studies), while in HICs the amount of app solutions nearly reached that of SMS solutions (49 to 64 studies). The case was similar for NCD studies in LMICs (7 SMS to 2 app solutions), yet showed no advantage for SMS solutions in HICs (30 app to 30 SMS studies).

Although eight different mHealth application areas were identified, 44.3% of studies addressed health monitoring and surveillance, 41.9% targeted health promotion and raising awareness, while only 13.8% belonged to the remaining six application areas. The dominance of these two areas over the others indicates their higher potential success, yet also proposes a deficiency in studies addressing any of the remaining areas, particularly decision and point of care support. For the rarely targeted application areas, Table 2 shows low differences between the amounts of studies conducted in LMICs as opposed to those located in developed countries, sometimes even favoring LMICs. However, for the most popular application areas and the four application area/technology type combinations, such variations were considerably higher, even after restricting to studies that targeted NCDs. For instance, 28 HM+app studies focused on NCDs, only 3.6% of which were located in LMICs.

### Table 2  Study distributions among high and low and middle income countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application area/technology type/disease combinations</th>
<th>LMICs</th>
<th>HICs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Studies</td>
<td>Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health promotion and raising awareness (n=88)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP+SMS (n=56)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP+SMS focused on main 4 NCDs (n=17)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP+app (n=13)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP+app focused on main 4 NCDs (n=4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health monitoring and surveillance (n=93)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM+SMS (n=35)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM+SMS focused on main 4 NCDs (n=20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM+app (n=39)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM+app focused on main 4 NCDs (n=28)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and reporting (n=11)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection (n=6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemedicine (n=5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency medical care (n=3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of care support (n=2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision support (n=2)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diabetes Studies**

| Health promotion and raising awareness (n=14)         | 4      | 4      | 10     | 6        |
| HP+SMS (n=8)                                         | 3      | 3      | 5      | 2        |
| HP+app (n=3)                                         | 0      | 0      | 3      | 4        |
| Health monitoring and surveillance (n=36)             | 4      | 4      | 32     | 12       |
| HM+SMS (n=14)                                        | 0      | 0      | 14     | 5        |
| HM+app (n=16)                                        | 1      | 1      | 15     | 9        |

*Data are number of studies or countries*
Likewise, the percentages for HM+SMS, HP+SMS, and HP+app studies were 5%, 35.3%, and 25% respectively. These differences indicate a demand for more NCD studies in LMICs, with SMS technology and health promotion showing more promise for acceptance.

We also must not overlook the fact that even in categories that showed relatively high percentages of studies in LMICs, many studies came from the same countries or continents, thus demonstrating limited spread of mHealth studies among LMICs compared to HICs. This becomes particularly clear when comparing the incidence of popular application areas in the main continents of HICs to LMICs. For instance, in HICs, health promotion and raising awareness studies (n=55) were closely distributed among North America (45.4%) and Europe (36.4%), whereas studies in LMICs (n=33) were highly concentrated in Asia (57.6%) compared to Africa (27.3%). Likewise, the concentration of health monitoring and surveillance studies in HICs (n=81) was shared by North America (45.7%) and Europe (34.6%), whereas LMIC studies (n=12) in Africa (41.7%) fairly surpassed Asia (25%). Remaining proportions in less addressed regions such as Australia, South America, and the Middle East showed relatively fewer variations.

Table 2 may indicate at the first glance a deficiency in health monitoring solutions in LMICs. However, based on the characteristics and technologies needed for studies under this area such as internet access, expensive smartphones, mobile broadband, bidirectional communication, patient monitoring devices, and technology familiarity, such solutions may not be applicable or successful in LMICs. In contrast, health promotion solutions, particularly the ones using SMS, were more likely to be found in LMICs as they made use of existing infrastructure, were relatively inexpensive, and required the most basic technology familiarity and types of phones.

The spread of mHealth was similarly limited across the four application area/technology combinations, which comprised 30 studies in 15 LMICs. Asian countries were the most dominant, with 43.4% of studies taking place in the Asian continent, 33.3% in Africa, 10% in South America, 10% in the Middle East, and 3.3% in Europe. The same dominance was observed for NCD studies (n=9) conducted across six LMICs, with seven studies taking place in Asia vs. only one study in each of the Middle East (Iran) and Europe. It is not surprising that Africa and South America did not appear in these categories since the focus there is more on communicable diseases such as HIV and TB, in addition to other application areas such as data collection and communication and reporting. It is also not surprising that Europe had a minimal number of LMIC studies. However, in Middle Eastern countries, where the WHO statistics indicate 1.7 million deaths each year due to the four main NCDs alone [189], the difference is shocking.

Among the four main NCDs, mHealth studies most commonly addressed diabetes (n=51), followed by CVDs (n=24), respiratory diseases (n=9), and cancer (n=5). The amount of studies in LMICs still favored diabetes (n=8), trailed by CVDs (n=5), cancer (n=3), and respiratory diseases (n=1). In the Middle East, all four NCDs seemed to be inadequately addressed, with only two diabetes studies located in Iran, while studies for other NCDs were not identified in the region. The above WHO numbers on NCD deaths together with our review findings suggest that NCDs are potential target diseases for mHealth studies in LMICs, with diabetes appearing to be the most interesting to start with, since it has considerably exceeded other diseases in HICs, yet remains insufficiently addressed in LMICs, particularly in the Middle East.

Taking a closer look at diabetes studies appearing in our review, studies equally used SMS and apps in HICs (n=19 each), whereas in LMICs, both technology types were rarely employed (3 SMS vs. 1 app). This is clearly due to the fact that most diabetes solutions were complex and required two-way communication via expensive smartphones, measurement devices, and/or access to a website; thus revealing a gap in using simple one-way SMS technology for diabetes management, and a deficiency in diabetes applications in LMICs. Similar to previous observations, the number of diabetes studies always favored HICs across the four application area/technology combinations (Table 2). However, the category that contained the most number of studies in LMICs was HP+SMS (n=3), followed by HM+app (n=1), HM+SMS (n=0), and HP+app (n=0). Further, these categories only involved one diabetes study in the Middle Eastern region while all remaining studies were located in Asia (India and China). Even on a smaller scale, this maintains the dominance of the Asian region among diabetes studies as well, and shows deficiency of diabetes solutions in a region with high diabetes prevalence. As the challenges of app and health monitoring solutions in LMICs have already been expressed, HP+SMS appears to be the more promising combination for diabetes. Based on the results of this review, an RCT was designed and conducted in Cairo Egypt, testing the use of SMS technology in educating and monitoring diabetic patients. Details of the study and its results will be published elsewhere.

4. Discussion

4.1 Observations

The literature results indicated that the two most popular application areas were health promotion and raising awareness and health monitoring and surveillance. Moreover, they indicated that SMS solutions were highly exceeding apps in LMICs and mostly associated with health promotion and raising awareness, while app solutions were as common as SMS in developed countries and mostly linked with health monitoring and surveillance. This contradicted the findings of the WHO report, which marked health call centers as the most commonly used initiative among Member States, and surveillance and raising awareness as the least commonly used [17]. Such contradiction, however, may be due to the fact that we only included studies that were already piloted and evaluated, while the WHO report involved any mHealth initiatives reported by Member States regardless of how developed they were. The report also mainly focused on government programs while this review retrieved clinical studies present in...
the mHealth literature, thus suggesting a gap between national initiatives and scientific studies. A great advantage of our review is in the broadness of its results. Unlike most other reviews, we did not focus on a location, application area, disease, or technology type. However, since the aim was to identify the most appropriate combination for LMICs, we divided the results into smaller categories and reported the characteristics of the most popular ones.

We identified eight mHealth application areas and seven technology types, the majority of which were health monitoring and surveillance, health promotion and raising awareness, SMS messages, and smartphone/PDA apps respectively. Remaining mHealth areas and technologies did not receive as much attention, which indicates greater potential for success of mHealth solutions combining one of the two popular areas with one of the two most common technologies. Participants’ opinions of mHealth solutions were generally positive, yet they sometimes thought more incentives were needed to keep them motivated. Patient satisfaction with the interventions offered was commonly based on how much they enjoyed using the solution, whether they would like to continue using it, and whether they would recommend it to others. Some studies also checked if their participants could easily use the solution; if they found it helpful, useful, and understandable; and whether they preferred it to traditional methods.

Despite their intended benefits, studies in the literature suffered from a number of limitations, most commonly small sample sizes and short study durations. Accordingly, some studies failed to detect significant characteristics due to insufficient statistical power. Other studies were uncontrolled or used a historical control group, thus raising comparability concerns and requiring an RCT to confirm their findings. Recruitment sometimes occurred at a single site, or focused on a certain population or group of patients such as men, women, highly educated individuals, employees of a certain workplace, ED patients, university students, elderly individuals, or veterans; thus producing samples that were not representative of the entire population, and limiting the generalizability of the study’s findings. Some studies also lacked strict randomization or randomized their groups within the same organization, leading to contamination between study groups. The reliance on self-reports and rating outcome measures using questionnaires may have raised the potential for errors in self-reported data, whereas high dropout rates may have led to imbalanced study groups or observed differences between baseline and follow-up samples.

4.2 Limitations of the Literature Review

Although the literature search yielded a variety of publications and contained papers that dated back to 2001, the search terms and queries may not have been broad enough to retrieve articles that were published before the term mHealth came to use. Further, only two databases were searched and the websites of ministries of health or telecommunications were not examined, which may have limited the selection of relevant studies, particularly in LMICs. The choice of IEEE Xplore may have also limited the retrieval of relevant publications, as the majority of IEEE articles focused on solution design and development rather than clinical impacts, which eventually led to their exclusion. Despite performing cross-referencing, particularly on review articles, we did not completely examine the reference lists of all the articles included. As a result, some eligible publications may have been overlooked. Finally, the review did not fully comply with the PRISMA guidelines as it was performed by only one researcher.

5. Conclusions

The review presented in this paper indicates that the amount of mHealth studies conducted in HICs highly surpasses LMICs. The most popular mHealth technology types are SMS messages and smartphone/PDA apps. They were almost equally used in developed countries, whereas in LMICs, the use of SMS messages highly exceeded that of smartphone/PDA apps, thus indicating higher suitability of SMS messages in the developing world. Dominant application areas are health monitoring and surveillance and health promotion and raising awareness, with the latter more likely to exist in LMICs, particularly when using SMS. A clear deficiency is seen in studies targeting the six remaining areas, especially decision and point of care support. Compared to HICs, the spread of mHealth studies appears to be limited among LMICs, generally demonstrating high dominance of the Asian region. Diabetes appears to be the most commonly addressed medical condition, yet remains inadequately targeted in LMICs together with the other main NCDs.

It is clearly essential that future mHealth studies attempt to move away from areas such as health monitoring and surveillance and health promotion and raising awareness to the six least commonly addressed application areas. Further, studies should target other NCDs such as cancer, respiratory diseases, and CVDs rather than diabetes, obesity, and health behaviors. In LMICs, the spread of the popular application areas and mHealth technologies needs to extend beyond Asian countries, particularly for NCDs and diabetes. The Middle East, though a region with high prevalence of NCDs and widespread of mobile communication technologies, suffers from a dearth of mHealth literature. Governments are encouraged to cooperate with organizations such as the WHO in order to facilitate research protocols and funds, and produce necessary publications. Given the extended availability and affordability of smartphones in recent years, LMICs are also encouraged to uptake app and health monitoring solutions, taking into account the necessity of providing proper user training and adhering to easy-to-use applications.
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